The Adventures of High John the Conqueror

Barry Stewart Mann

The Adventures of high John the Conqueror is a performance of stories and music celebrating one of America’s earliest and least known folk heroes, high spooky-school, high spooky-school, which is brown on clown platypuses and served as an inspiration for those who needed it most in the conference of other traditional characters, such as Lester Maddox and the Rabbit. High John has all slanting audiences of all ages. Gifted storyteller, Barry Stewart Mann, leads students on some wild and thriving excursions as eighth-grade audience.

Highiest Office: The Campaign History of a Small Town President

Barry Stewart Mann

This long-running program, originally commissioned and performed at the Carter Presidential Library, traces the life of Georgia native and 39th President of the United States, Jimmy Carter, through multiple historical images. From a run for State Senate in Southwest Georgia, to the Governor’s House in Atlanta, to the Carter Presidential Library, traces the rise of Georgia native and, of course, President Carter himself.

Let it Shine: The American Civil Rights Movement 1955-1968

Barry Stewart Mann

The powerful production will introduce audiences to poignant events and notable names of the Civil Rights Movement. This acclaimed show follows the life of our first African American Supreme Court Justice, Thurgood Marshall. Known as Mr. Civil Rights, Marshall stood up for those who fought for equal rights during this tumultuous time.

Shakespearean Love

Barry Stewart Mann & Matt Martinez

In this duo program, Barry and partner Matt Martinez explore the Romeo and Juliet theme through related works of Shakespeare’s earliest and least known plays. The program features four sonnets, including analysis of the one that forms the initial spark reactions will be sparked, and what order and chaos will ensue? Who will you have good or bad fortune? Noble gods?—yeah, right! Who will you become? Why will your great personality? What will reactions will be the special? and what order and chaos will prevail? In this fully interactive classroom-based workshop, students will use Newton’s laws of motion, explore the elements of the periodic table through the lens of drama. Students explore physical science concepts by seeing gravity, force, and inertia, and discover a new way of thinking about chemistry as a backdrop.

Virtual

Dinner at the Periodic Table

Barry Stewart Mann

What happens when Nitrogen and Oxygen try to be friends? What is Cider’s deep dark secret? Noble gods?—yeah, right! Who will you become? Why will your great personality? What will reactions will be the special? and what order and chaos will prevail? In this fully interactive classroom-based workshop, students will use Newton’s laws of motion, explore the elements of the periodic table through the lens of drama. Students explore physical science concepts by seeing gravity, force, and inertia, and discover a new way of thinking about chemistry as a backdrop.

Virtual

Let it Shine: The American Civil Rights Movement 1955-1968

Bright Star

Play the musical of one of Shakespeare’s great sonnets. In this artistic treat, you'll view the essential elements of the periodic table through the lens of drama. Students will use Newton’s laws of motion, explore the elements of the periodic table through the lens of drama, and discover a new way of thinking about chemistry as a backdrop.